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SURPRISE!!

• No, image stabilization will NOT stabilize your 
image.

• There is no secret gun that’s going to shoot a 
ray out to stabilize the image.



Is one method better than the 
other?

• Each has its advantages and disadvantages
• In lens stabilizes the image on the image sensor 

which enables you to see the actual image, but 
typically requires you to buy each separate lens at a 
higher cost

• IBIS or in-body stabilization only lets you see the 
image at the moment you press the shutter, and this 
can cause it to be more difficult to compose your 
image- however all lenses attached will have image 
stabilization



Image Stabilization by any other 
name

• Canon- Image Stabilization- IS      In lens
• Nikon- Vibration Reduction- VR   In lens
• Sony- Steady Shot   - IBIS  in body image 

stabilization



The camera shakes in your hand
• When we hand hold a camera and press the shutter 

release to take a picture, most of us will ever so 
slightly move the camera.

• This “camera shake” often results in a blurred 
picture.

• Camera shake is detected by two gyro sensors in the 
lens or body- one for yaw and one for pitch

• The sensors detect both the angle and speed of the 
movement of the camera NOT the image



When to turn it on
• Rule of thumb – the shutter speed should be 

equal to or faster than the length of the lens 
you’re shooting with.  For example, if you are 
using a 50mm lens then you should shoot at 
no less than 1/50 of a second.  If you’re 
shooting with a 300mm lens then you should 
shoot at not less than 1/300 of a second.

• Above is presuming you either don’t have 
image stabilization, or that it’s turned off



When to turn it on- con’t
• When one is hand-holding your camera
• When the lighting requires you to shoot at a speed 

slower than the reciprocal of the lens in mm- i.e. at 
300 mm shoot at 1/300 of a second

• Remember, if you are shooting with a APS-C camera 
you will have to adjust for the Full Frame effect, 
meaning that if the lens is a 300 mm on this type of 
camera, it is effectively a 450mm,(unless the lens is 
specifically engineered for an APS-C) requiring you to 
shoot at 1/500 of a second to avoid camera shake



How much improvement does IS 
make?

• It depends:
•     On you
•     On how new or old your camera and/or lens   
•      is –older models often have only 2 to 3 stops of 

stabilization – newer models may have, or claim to 
have, as much as 5 stops

• This means that I can shoot, hand-held, at slower 
speeds than previously discussed. For example, with 
4 stops of IS, I can shoot at F 4.0-300mm at only 1/40 
of a second (ISO 64) instead of at 1/300 of a second



When to turn off IS
• Here we have some debate
• Most will say that if you have your camera on a tripod 

you should turn off IS.  Why?  
• Because the IS system will continue to look for 

movement and can potentially blur your image even 
on a tripod- some of the newest IS systems have a 
mode for tripod use so you can leave it on at all times

• You may also consider turning of IS when shooting 
high speed subjects like Birds in Flight, auto racing, 
etc. because if you are using a very high shutter speed, 
IS can actually slow down your camera’s focusing



IN SUMMARY
• Based on my experience (I’m no expert) and the 

equipment I am using I do the following:
• In almost all low light situations I leave my IS on unless 

my camera is on a tripod
• In all high speed image situations I turn it off because, 

as I said, if I’m shooting, for example at 1/2000 of a 
second, IS will slow down my camera’s focusing

• I think for each of us there is a necessary trial and 
error method – try it each way and determine what 
works best for you


